
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































KIP  AMERICA  / KIP CANADA 

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION BULLETIN

Bulletin Number TB-2710-001

                                                            
TO: ALL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

 

MODEL:KIP 2170

RE: Error Code EF on 2710

DATE: July 26, 1998

Please note the following error codes, which may not found in the KIP 2710 Service
Manual.

EF heater motor error
Heater motor overload due to misfeed of media or defective drive

compontents

En cutter IC error
Abnormal error on IC 29 for cutter motor

e1 specificartion Setting Error
Setting of Metric or Standard sizes has not been set

e2 Image Placement error
Image placement has not been set

Regards,

Technical Support

WR

ACTION REQUIRED
REQUIRED ASAP                                  
REQUIRED NEXT VISIT                        
FOR REFERENCE                                x  
PRODUCTION CHANGE ONLY           
PERFORM ONLY IF NECESSARY      
PARTS AUTOMATIC SHIP                    
PLEASE ORDER AS NEEDED            
CONFIRM OF UPDATE REQUIRED   
RETURN OLD PARTS           YES       NO

Wilhelm  Reimer



KIP  AMERICA  / KIP CANADA 

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION BULLETIN

Bulletin Number  TB –2710-002

                                                            
TO: ALL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

 

MODEL: KIP 2710 / KIP 2900

RE: Fuser Motor Speed Adjustment

DATE: August 15, 1998

The current procedure in the KIP 2710 Service Manual on how to adjust the fuser motor
speed is incomplete. Please note the additional information to the instructions found in the
manual. ( pg. 3-27 Heater Motor Adjustment )

1) Turn printer main power switch off. Disconnect scanner PRINTER Cable ( KIP 2021 )
from printer ( KIP 2710 ), if scanner is present. Load appropriate media in the roll
compartments in the KIP 2710. Set media type and size using selector switches.

2) Set 2710 into metric mode a.k.a. ISO ( pg. 3-5 )
3) Exit service Diagnostics. Cycle power.
4) Wait for 2710 to reach operating temperature
5) Turn on DSW1-4 then DSW1-2 on Main CPU
6) Enter service mode U ( displayed in LED  4 )
7) Read page 3-27 and 3-28 in the KIP 2710 Service Manual. Follow the steps on page

3-27 from SETTING METHOD # 4 to completion.

Regards,

Technical Support

ACTION REQUIRED
REQUIRED ASAP                                  
REQUIRED NEXT VISIT                        
FOR REFERENCE                              X    
PRODUCTION CHANGE ONLY           
PERFORM ONLY IF NECESSARY      
PARTS AUTOMATIC SHIP                    
PLEASE ORDER AS NEEDED            
CONFIRM OF UPDATE REQUIRED   
RETURN OLD PARTS           YES       NO

Wilhelm  Reimer



KIP  AMERICA  / KIP CANADA 

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION BULLETIN

Bulletin Number TB-2710-003

                                                          
TO: ALL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

 

MODEL: KIP 2710

RE: Excessive Dev Ratio Errors

DATE: August 15, 1998

The Technical Support Team has received some concerns about excessive developer ratio
errors on the KIP 2710.
The following are suggestions which should aid in the prevention and cure of these errors.

1) when setting up new developer in the KIP 2710 ensure the top exterior panel and
developer cover are in place ( no light leakage to photoreceptor which may draw
out toner from developer assembly.)

2) ensure toner sensor is functioning properly. Use Service Diagnostics ( pg. 3-6 )
Input No. 2-32 ( pg. 3-7 )……..no toner.. low signal and visa versa.

3) ensure the toner sensor wiper is functioning correctly. Note diagram below; wiper
A carries toner to the surface of the sensor, wiper B wipes toner off the sensor .If
the wiper B does not remove the toner, there is the possibility that the sensor will
sense the existence of toner.

4) If upon installation of new developer, the Setup Procedure 4-2 fails ( pg. 3-11 )
perform procedure on page 6-3 of Service Manual. Test point 5 on main CPU

ACTION REQUIRED
REQUIRED ASAP                                  
REQUIRED NEXT VISIT                        
FOR REFERENCE                             x     
PRODUCTION CHANGE ONLY           
PERFORM ONLY IF NECESSARY      
PARTS AUTOMATIC SHIP                    
PLEASE ORDER AS NEEDED            
CONFIRM OF UPDATE REQUIRED   
RETURN OLD PARTS           YES       NO

Wilhelm  Reimer



should read approximately 2.25v with new developer.

5) replace developer sensor if 4) fails

Regards,

Technical Support



KIP  AMERICA  / KIP CANADA 

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION BULLETIN

Bulletin Number  TB-2710-004

                                                            
TO: ALL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

 

MODEL: KIP 2710 / Starprint 3000

RE: Leading Edge of Print

DATE: August 24, 1998

On the KIP 2710 / Starprint 3000 the leading edge of media may vary. This fluctuation of
the leading edge may appear only after approximately 40,000 linear feet of printing and
progressively become worse. You may also experience the knife not cutting correctly with
the media not being cut at a right angle.
The cause of the variance of lead edge and cutter malfunction is the mis-operation of the
media feed roller clutch. The clutch is located below the drum entrance media guide (
paper guide plate located before the transfer/ separation corona assy ).

To correct this problem, simply clean the clutch plates or replace the clutch ( part
# 3342 )
To remove clutch:

Open clamshell on KIP 2710 / Starprint 3000.Open top roll deck.
Remove TR/SP Corona Assy.
Remove four screw which secure media guide entrance plate.
Remove two screws from clutch mount.
Disconnect wire connector.
Dismantle clutch from mount, replace or clean clutch. ( remove brass ring on gear

side of clutch to clean, do not submerge clutch in any liquid, clean both face and plate of
clutch with alcohol ).

Reassemble in reverse.

Technical Support
wr

ACTION REQUIRED
REQUIRED ASAP                                  
REQUIRED NEXT VISIT                        
FOR REFERENCE                                X  
PRODUCTION CHANGE ONLY           
PERFORM ONLY IF NECESSARY      
PARTS AUTOMATIC SHIP                    
PLEASE ORDER AS NEEDED            
CONFIRM OF UPDATE REQUIRED   
RETURN OLD PARTS           YES       NO

Wilhelm  Reimer



KIP  AMERICA  / KIP CANADA 

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION BULLETIN

Bulletin Number  TB-2710-005

                                                            
TO: ALL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

 

MODEL: KIP 2710

RE: Fuser misfeed

DATE: September 3, 1998

If a KIP 2710 is experiencing excessive fuser misfeed, perform the following adjustments
or replace the following parts to cure the misfeed problem.

1) Replace the upper fuser roller fingers ( part # 3738-16B, qty=11 ), ensure finger
does not “bind” when secured with fastening screw ( finger should return easily to
resting position with finger spring.) If excessive toner has collected to the bottom
of the fuser fingers, please note item # 6 on the following page.

2) Ensure plastic exit rollers ( part # 4638-3-300, qty=8 ) are actively rotating on the
rubber roller exit ( part # 4637-11-300, qty=1 ). Replace the exit rollers springs
( part # 4604A-6 ,qty=8 ) and the rubber roller exit ( part # 4637-11-300 ,qty=1 ) to
ensure proper media transportation. Note the exit roller springs should be secured
when the spring is set as close to the Exhaust Unit as possible.

3) Remove the lower fuser roller stripper nails ( plate stripper part # 4637-9, qty=8 )
Produce prints on all the customer’s media types ( size of media and type of
material ), to ensure the media will not adhere to lower pressure roller while copies
are made! Visually confirm media will encounter no problems, after the media has
left the fuser rollers! If you experience misfeed or ‘dog-ears’ replace lower stripper
nails ( plate stripper part # 4637-9, qty=8 )!

4) Replace fuser exit sensor ( part # 3637B-0B, qty=1).
5) Adjust the rear copy receiving rack’s  ( KTA’s exit stacker assy part # 4642F-0-300)

stacker guide ( 5 screws on guide Stacker Guide A, 5 screws on Stacker Guide B)
There should be no gap between the guides and the fuser exit door. 

ACTION REQUIRED
REQUIRED ASAP                                  
REQUIRED NEXT VISIT                        
FOR REFERENCE                                x  
PRODUCTION CHANGE ONLY           
PERFORM ONLY IF NECESSARY      
PARTS AUTOMATIC SHIP                    
PLEASE ORDER AS NEEDED            
CONFIRM OF UPDATE REQUIRED   
RETURN OLD PARTS           YES       NO

Wilhelm  Reimer



6) The rubber exit roller ( part # 4637-11-300 , qty=1 ) will wear with age and use. This
roller will require replacement when the diameter of the rubber rollers’ decreases,
causing the media to exit the fuser at a reduced speed. Observe the media as it
travels between the fusing rollers ( upper fuser roller and lower pressure roller  )
and the rubber exit roller. If the media appears to ‘wave’ ( usually easier to visualize
on longer prints ), the rubber exit roller’s diameter has decreased. Replace the
rubber exit roller.
N.B. A temporary solution may be to increase the diameter of the

exit roller with a quality rubber faced tape. Ensure the tape is applied with the
rotation of the rubber exit roller in mind. If the tape is applied incorrectly it will ‘peal-
off’ when media passes over it. Also note if too much tape is applied, or a heavier
gauge tape is used, the diameter may become too large. This will cause the media
to exit faster than the fuser rollers will allow, causing other components to wear
prematurely.

7) Ensure the intermediate transport belts ( part # 4128-9 , qty=2 ) are not stretched
and are turning properly. When these belts fail, smaller prints will misfeed in the
fuser or Feeder Assembly area ( part # 4628-0 ).Also ensure the sensor ( part #
3637B-0B , qty=1 ) located in the Feeder Assy ( sometimes know as the separation
sensor ) is functioning correctly.

The Technical Support Team trusts the above information will aid in finding the solution
if you are experiencing excessive misfeeds in the fuser section on the KIP 2710.
If you have any questions or other suggestions, please forward your comments or
concerns to your local KIP America Region Service Manager.

Best regards,

Technical Support
wr





KIP  AMERICA  / KIP CANADA 

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION BULLETIN

Bulletin Number  TB-2710-007

                                                            
TO: ALL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

 

MODEL: KIP 2710 / 2900

RE: Ready Condition not Achieved

DATE: September 30, 1998

On the KIP 2710 / 2900 please check the following components if the Scanner Ready Light
does not become active on the 2021 or if a 1,1 fuser warm-up code flashes in the LED
Diagnostic display on the 2710 Printer. The Scanner Ready Light  flashing and the 1,1
code displayed on the 2710 are indications which are displayed during normal unit
operation but if these codes do not disappear or change after a reasonalbe length of time
this indacates a problem with the printer.
With these codes the printer will warm-up but the fuser motor may not rotate nor will any
fuser warm-up time out errors occur.

a) check lower fuser pressure roller thermistor for functionality. This sensor is
located below the orange pressure roller in the fuser assemble.

b) Check all gears in the fuser drive for broken or damaged teeth
c) Replace fuser drive motor ( the motor may operate correctly in diagnostics,

although the gear pack in the motor housing may be worn, causing the motor
to bind during normal operation.)

Item c) may occur after the printer output reaches 150,000 linear feet + on higher print
volume units.

Thanks,

Tech Support

REQUIRED ASAP                                  
REQUIRED NEXT VISIT                        
FOR REFERENCE                              x    
PRODUCTION CHANGE ONLY           
PERFORM ONLY IF NECESSARY      
PARTS AUTOMATIC SHIP                    
PLEASE ORDER AS NEEDED            
CONFIRM OF UPDATE REQUIRED   
RETURN OLD PARTS           YES       NO

ACTION REQUIRED

Wilhelm  Reimer



KIP  AMERICA  / KIP CANADA 

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION BULLETIN

Bulletin Number  TB-2710-006

                                                            
TO: ALL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

 

MODEL: KIP 2710

RE: Wavy Lines

DATE: September 4, 1998

If you are experiencing text or lines which print ‘wavy’ on the KIP 2710 please perform the
following adjustments or replace the parts listed below.

1) replace the LED print Head Rollers ( part # 4605-1 , qty=2 )
2) Check the fuser drive gear helical 30t RH ( part # 4612A-20 ) and the fuser

gear 50t ( part # 4736A-5 ) for binding. Open fuser exit cover, remove right side
cover ( two black screws ) and check the gears. There should be some play
between these two gears. If an adjustment is required, loosen the hex screw  which
holds the fuser unit to the main frame and pull the fuser unit to the rear of the KIP
2170.                N.B.   Use caution when performing this adjustment. If there is too
much play between these gears, the plastic 30 t gear will be damaged. 

3) Ensure Kynar is applied to the photoreceptor and  cleaning blade to reduce blade
friction.

4)      Reduce the amount of pressure the cleaner blade applies to the photoreceptor.  
     This may be preformed by gently stretching the blade springs ( part # 4613-30,  
      qty=2)

5)      Replace the cleaning assembly ( part # 4618-0 ).
6)      On the roll media spool assemblies, reduce the amount of tension on the friction

     base and friction felt. On the gear side of the spool, there is a set screw which    
     secures the friction base ( part # 4131A-3 ) . Release the set screw and turn the 
     friction base until it contact the spool frame. Fasten the set screw.

ACTION REQUIRED
REQUIRED ASAP                                  
REQUIRED NEXT VISIT                        
FOR REFERENCE                                 x 
PRODUCTION CHANGE ONLY           
PERFORM ONLY IF NECESSARY       x
PARTS AUTOMATIC SHIP                    
PLEASE ORDER AS NEEDED            
CONFIRM OF UPDATE REQUIRED   
RETURN OLD PARTS           YES       NO

Wilhelm  Reimer

Wilhelm  Reimer



KIP  AMERICA  / KIP CANADA 

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION BULLETIN

Bulletin Number  TB-2710-008

                                                            
TO: ALL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

 

MODEL: KIP 2710 / KIP 2700

RE: Developer Ratio Setting

DATE: January 30, 1999

The following documentation should assist in the understanding on how the Developer /
Toner Ratio system operates on the KIP 2710 Printer.

OPERATION

During the set up procedure of new developer in the KIP 2710, service setting Mode 4-2
is used to set the small variance in the developer sensor core, variance in the DC
Controller  to the new developer powder.
The 4-2 procedure sets a control voltage ( a level at which toner is added  to the developer
powder ) in the DC Controller. These voltages are displayed at LED 4 and LED 5 on the
controller as follows

LED Control Voltage
-4 2.48 VDC
-3 2.42 VDC
-2 2.36 VDC
-1 2.30 VDC
0 2.25 VDC
1 2.19 VDC
2 2.13 VDC
3 2.07 VDC
4 2.01 VDC

If the Control voltage cannot be set between the above voltage levels, a –F or F is
displayed.

During normal unit operation, the CPU monitors an analog voltage signal from the sensor
and compares it to the control voltage. If the signal from the sensor increases past the
control voltage range set in the CPU it will add toner to the Developer mix. And if the
voltage decreases the CPU decides that there is enough toner in the mix, not adding any
more toner. The signal which is monitored from the sensor can be read at TP 5 on the DC

ACTION REQUIRED

REQUIRED ASAP                                  
REQUIRED NEXT VISIT                        
FOR REFERENCE                                  X
PRODUCTION CHANGE ONLY           
PERFORM ONLY IF NECESSARY      
PARTS AUTOMATIC SHIP                    
PLEASE ORDER AS NEEDED            
CONFIRM OF UPDATE REQUIRED   
RETURN OLD PARTS           YES       NO

Wilhelm  Reimer



Controller.

DEVELOPER SENSOR
The Developer Sensor has an adjustable core. The core’s calibration is performed in the
KTA factory and may have small calibration variations. Since Field Engineers do not have
the tools required to perform the calibration to the sensor, it is best not to adjust the
developer sensor’s core. If the core is physical moved due to tampering or the sensor
exposed to physical abuse ( dropped or jarred ) the sensor must be replaced!

DC CONTROLLER
A voltage is sent to the developer sensor from the DC Controller. This voltage can be read
at TP6. The voltage sent to the developer sensor will differ in every machine and can be
adjusted with VR1. This voltage will differ due to minor difference in the sensor’s
calibration as stated above. This stated, this voltage is used to calibrate the DC Controller
to the developer sensor. This voltage is adjusted in the factory in such a fashion, that with
new developer, TP5 should read 2.25 VDC ( voltage back from sensor ). During the setup
procedure of 4-2 , if you receive a –F or F, VR1 may be set incorrectly or the sensor may
be faulty.

DC Controller Calibration
If a –F or  F is displayed in LED display during setup, calibration of the add toner system
may be required. Only new developer can be used during setup!!

Ensure the main charge assembly, and the developer assembly have their electrical
connections. If these units are not functioning correctly a large amount of toner will be
drawn from the developer mix. Repair problems and replace developer if faults found.

Ensure all covers are on the machine, with exemption to the left side cover.
If the top cover is not in place during setup , new developer must be installed, as this will
cause the drum it discharge, drawing a large volume of toner from the developer mix.

Enter diagnostic 4-1 ( see manual ) and run the KIP 2710 for two to three minutes.
While printer is operating, place a voltmeter on TP 6 to ground. Note value.
Place the voltmeter on  TP 5 to ground. With new developer adjust VR1 so TP 5 reads
2.25 VDC. ( this adjustment may take a minute ), and the LED display should read 0. If
2.25 VDC is unattainable, replace developer sensor ( remember 2.25 with new developer)

Take reading at TP 6. The voltage should be between 5 VDC to 10 VDC. If the voltage is
above or below these values, the sensors output signal may become unstable. If the
voltage at TP6 is above 10 VDC or below 5 VDC replace the developer sensor.
Once TP 5 reads an average of 2.25 VDC, stop 4-1 and proceed to 4-2 and execute as
you would during normal setup.

Service Mode 4-3
This mode will manually increase or decrease the Control Voltage from the automatic
setting of 4-2. There should be no reason to change the 4-2 setting with 4-3. Replace the



defective parts which will cause you to believe the toner ratio requires adjustment, rather
than mask their failure with this mode.

If you do feel that a manual adjustment is required
-decreasing the value will increase the toner percentage
-increasing the value will decrease the toner percentage

Developer Error Codes
If you receive an e8 or an e4 error code on the printer, reset the error with Service mode
4-4 and perform the following:
-    check the operation of the TONER EMPTY SENSOR located in the toner hopper.
      with service mode 2-32.   See Technical Manual Pg. 3-5, 3-6.
-     ensure that the paddle which wipes the toner add sensor is in good condition See TB-
      2710-003. Replace if required. If this sensor sends a incorrect signal to the CPU, the
      KIP 2710 may think it still has toner, although the hopper has run empty , causing the
      developer sensor to error.
-     check TP5 for a voltage near 2.25. If the above conditions caused the error, TP5 will
       be greater than 2.5VDC.

Thanks to all the Support Staff for their contributions.
Regards,

Tech Support
wr.gm.rn.sv.jc.bm.



KIP  AMERICA  / KIP CANADA 

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION BULLETIN

Bulletin Number  TB-2710-009

                                                            
TO: ALL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

 

MODEL: KIP 2710

RE: Media unloading

DATE: February 17, 1999

If you are experiencing the media unloading erratically during normal Printer operation in
the KIP 2710 , inspect or adjust the following:

A) check the sensor located under the roll media entrance pressure roller.(PS8 & PS9)
found on each roll deck. ( item 45, 20, 5, 42,&  6) Remove the two chrome screws
holding the roller bracket and remove roller. Ensure the sensor contacts the roller
correctly and is functioning correctly. Service diagnostics 2-24 & 2-25.

B) clean all media feed rollers.
C)      remove the tension from the two roll shafts brakes.

ACTION REQUIRED

REQUIRED ASAP                                  
REQUIRED NEXT VISIT                        
FOR REFERENCE                                   x
PRODUCTION CHANGE ONLY           
PERFORM ONLY IF NECESSARY      
PARTS AUTOMATIC SHIP                    
PLEASE ORDER AS NEEDED            
CONFIRM OF UPDATE REQUIRED   
RETURN OLD PARTS           YES       NO

Wilhelm  Reimer



Loosen the hex screw, turn coupler which the hex screw sets.( item 21 & 28 ) Note the
spring ( 18 ) inside of the brake assembly. Turn coupler until it reaches the end of the
coupler shaft threads( 20 ). Set hex screw. ( if this fails to cure the unloading of media,
remove the spring and set the tension manually, noting that this brake mechanism drives
the roll media in the reverse direction)
D) inspect the gear packs on the upper and lower roll decks for gears which may bind
or needle bearing gears which are malfunctioning.

Regards,

Tech Support
rm,pk,wr,gm



6) The rubber exit roller ( part # 4637-11-300 , qty=1 ) will wear with age and use. This
roller will require replacement when the diameter of the rubber rollers’ decreases,
causing the media to exit the fuser at a reduced speed. Observe the media as it
travels between the fusing rollers ( upper fuser roller and lower pressure roller  )
and the rubber exit roller. If the media appears to ‘wave’ ( usually easier to visualize
on longer prints ), the rubber exit roller’s diameter has decreased. Replace the
rubber exit roller.
N.B. A temporary solution may be to increase the diameter of the

exit roller with a quality rubber faced tape. Ensure the tape is applied with the
rotation of the rubber exit roller in mind. If the tape is applied incorrectly it will ‘peal-
off’ when media passes over it. Also note if too much tape is applied, or a heavier
gauge tape is used, the diameter may become too large. This will cause the media
to exit faster than the fuser rollers will allow, causing other components to wear
prematurely.

7) Ensure the intermediate transport belts ( part # 4128-9 , qty=2 ) are not stretched
and are turning properly. When these belts fail, smaller prints will misfeed in the
fuser or Feeder Assembly area ( part # 4628-0 ).Also ensure the sensor ( part #
3637B-0B , qty=1 ) located in the Feeder Assy ( sometimes know as the separation
sensor ) is functioning correctly.

The Technical Support Team trusts the above information will aid in finding the solution
if you are experiencing excessive misfeeds in the fuser section on the KIP 2710.
If you have any questions or other suggestions, please forward your comments or
concerns to your local KIP America Region Service Manager.

Best regards,

Technical Support
wr



KIP  AMERICA  / KIP CANADA 

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION BULLETIN

Bulletin Number  TB-2710-011

                                                            
TO: ALL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

 

MODEL:  KIP 2710 / 2700

RE:  Connectors in Roll Decks

DATE: May 18, 1999

The connector blocks for the Roll Decks on the KIP 2710 can now be ordered separately
from the Wire Harnesses. These are the “blue” connector blocks and are without the metal
pins.

The item numbers are

4612-170 upper deck frame side
4633-591 upper deck drawer side
4612-171 lower deck frame side

TECHTL005 pin extractor ( use to remove pins )

The pin extractor can only be rented for $20.00 and must be returned within 30 days or an
additional charge will apply.

Tech Support
cq

ACTION REQUIRED

REQUIRED ASAP                                  
REQUIRED NEXT VISIT                        
FOR REFERENCE                                   x
PRODUCTION CHANGE ONLY           
PERFORM ONLY IF NECESSARY        
PARTS AUTOMATIC SHIP                    
PLEASE ORDER AS NEEDED            
CONFIRM OF UPDATE REQUIRED   
RETURN OLD PARTS           YES       NO

Wilhelm  Reimer



KIP  AMERICA  / KIP CANADA 

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION BULLETIN

Bulletin Number  TB-2710-010

                                                            
TO: ALL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

 

MODEL: KIP 2710

RE: Part Changes in Fuser Exit

DATE: April 12, 1999

KTA has changed the composition of the FUSER EXIT ROLLER on the KIP 2710. This is
a produce enhancement.
The new roller “rubber tires” are made from EPD Material rather than a CR Rubber. The
new item number is 4637-11 Roller Exit. The exit fingers have also been redesigned Their
item number is 4138-8 Finger ( qty 11 ). This enhancement to the fuser exit started with
KIP 2710 serial number 4809041341.

Please note the above item numbers when ordering this parts for your KIP 2710 with a
Serial Number higher than that stated above.

Regards,

Tech Support

ACTION REQUIRED

REQUIRED ASAP                                  
REQUIRED NEXT VISIT                        
FOR REFERENCE                                   x
PRODUCTION CHANGE ONLY           
PERFORM ONLY IF NECESSARY      
PARTS AUTOMATIC SHIP                    
PLEASE ORDER AS NEEDED            
CONFIRM OF UPDATE REQUIRED   
RETURN OLD PARTS           YES       NO

Wilhelm  Reimer



KIP  AMERICA  / KIP CANADA 

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION BULLETIN

Bulletin Number  TB-2710-012

                                                            
TO: ALL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

 

MODEL:  KIP 2710

RE: Lubrication Of Parts

DATE: May 22, 1999

KTA has issued  a guide on which components require lubrication on the KIP 2710 Printer.
Please review the following list and note items which require attention during Preventative
Maintenance on the KIP 2710. Please note the Manufacturer Name is for reference only.
( see ‘kind’ for a local supplier )

GREASING AREA KIND OF GREASE MANUFACTURER

1. All gears (except for Sumitec 505 No2B SUMICO LUBRICANT
heater , spool and
clutch

(grease for resin) CO., LTD.

2. Bearing on the
center

Sumitec 505 No2B SUMICO LUBRICANT

of main roller (grease for resin) CO., LTD.
3. Bearing on the
center

Sumitec 505 No2B SUMICO LUBRICANT

of paper exit roller (grease for resin) CO., LTD.
4. Developer drive
shaft

Sumitec 505 No2B SUMICO LUBRICANT

in engine area (grease for resin) CO., LTD.
(spacing roller)
5. Caulking for 40T
gear

Sumitec 505 No2B SUMICO LUBRICANT

of fuser unit (grease for resin) CO., LTD.
6. Main motor gear of MOLYKOTE 822M DOW CORNING ASIA
drive unit (Heat resisting

grease)
LTD.

7. 40T/50T gears of MOLYKOTE 822M DOW CORNING ASIA
fuser unit (Heat resisting

grease)
LTD.

ACTION REQUIRED

REQUIRED ASAP                                  
REQUIRED NEXT VISIT                        
FOR REFERENCE                                  x
PRODUCTION CHANGE ONLY           
PERFORM ONLY IF NECESSARY        
PARTS AUTOMATIC SHIP                    
PLEASE ORDER AS NEEDED            
CONFIRM OF UPDATE REQUIRED   
RETURN OLD PARTS           YES       NO

Wilhelm  Reimer



8. 30T helical gear of MOLYKOTE 822M DOW CORNING ASIA
drive unit (Heat resisting

grease)
LTD.

9. Drum earth Sumitec 7571 (electric SUMICO LUBRICANT
Conductive Grease) CO., LTD.

10. Bearing of spacing MOLYKOTE BR2- DOW CORNING ASIA
roller of main roller (Grease for metal LTD.
counter spacing roller)
(only center area)
11. Bearing of spacing MOLYKOTE BR2 DOW CORNING ASIA
roller of paper exit (Grease for metal LTD.
roller counter spacing roller)
(only center area)
12. Spacing roller
shaft

MOLYKOTE BR2 DOW CORNING ASIA

of engine area (Grease for metal LTD.
(bearing adapter) spacing roller)
13. Handle bracket
shaft

MOLYKOTE BR2-
Plus

DOW CORNING ASIA

of paper feed area (Grease for metal LTD.
spacing roller)

14. Hook of engine
unit

MOLYKOTE BR2-
Plus

DOW CORNING ASIA

(Grease for metal LTD.
spacing roller)

15. Hook of heater
hatch

MOLYKOTE BR2-
Plus

DOW CORNING ASIA

(Grease for metal LTD.
spacing roller)

16. Lock Plate of
paper

MOLYKOTE BR2-
Plus

DOW CORNING ASIA

feed area (Grease for metal LTD.
spacing roller)

Tech Support



KIP  AMERICA  / KIP CANADA 

EQUIPMENT INFORMATION BULLETIN

Bulletin Number  TB-2710-013

                                                            
TO: ALL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

 

MODEL:  KIP 2710

RE: Wavy Lines in Print

DATE: September 9, 1999

If you are experiencing wavy lines in a KIP 2710 printer please perform the following:

Remove the cleaning blade push spring. All new KIP 2710’s will have this item removed
during the assembly of the printer. ( starting Sn # 4909081483 ) Please note the change
in item numbers.

Please also reference TB-2710-006.

Regards,

Tech Support

ACTION REQUIRED

REQUIRED ASAP                                  
REQUIRED NEXT VISIT                        
FOR REFERENCE                                   x
PRODUCTION CHANGE ONLY           
PERFORM ONLY IF NECESSARY        
PARTS AUTOMATIC SHIP                    
PLEASE ORDER AS NEEDED            
CONFIRM OF UPDATE REQUIRED   
RETURN OLD PARTS           YES       NO

Wilhelm  Reimer
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